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TILE KOTE
Heavy Duty
Tile Sealer
• Ideal for use in schools, restaurants,
hotels, hospitals,
office buildings, apartment complexes,
restrooms, etc.
• Seals tile and makes it easier to clean.
• Seals tile and grout and eliminates
water seepage.
• Resistant to harsh solvents and
corrosive chemicals.
• Provides long lasting and durable
protection.

Product # 5085 Bulk
Product # 508541 Gallons

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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TILE KOTE
HEAVY DUTY TILE SEALER
TILE KOTE Heavy Duty Tile Sealer will give long
lasting protection to tile, metal, wood, masonry, and
concrete surfaces. TILE KOTE is a tough, glass
clear coating that provides excellent resistance to
most chemicals, solvents and corrosive materials.
Use TILE KOTE to protect your tile from the grease
and grime that can make restroom and entry floors
look dull and dirty. TILE KOTE also seals the grout
area and keeps grease and grime out so your tile will
always look great. After using TILE KOTE normal
cleaning routines will restore your floor to like new
condition. TILE KOTE is tough and durable. For
daily maintenance use SUPERCO's SUPER-SUDS
Neutral Floor Cleaner for a shiny clean floor.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. Be sure surface is clean and dry. Good surface
preparation will insure the longevity of the coating.
2. Apply TILE KOTE in thin, uniform coats with a
lambs wool applicator available from SUPERCO. A
brush or roller may be substituted if desired.
3. Allow ample drying time. 4 to 6 hours is
recommended.
4. Additional coats may be applied for a shinier finish
after allowing 24 hours dry time.
INGREDIENTS

CAS NUMBER

Acrylic acid polymer
25987-66-0
Diethylene glycol monoethyl ether
111-90-0
Texanol
25265-77-4
Ethanol, 2-Butoxy-, phosphate (3:1)
78-51-3
Zinc oxide
1314-13-2

Additional Information
TILE KOTE Heavy Duty Tile Sealer is a specialized coating designed specifically for tile,
terrazzo and similar surfaces. The advanced penetrating formula locks itself onto the
surface of all types of tile including polished, ceramic and slate types. TILE KOTE
provides a durable glass-clear surface that will not chip or peel and is resistant to oils, acid
cleaners and salt water. Sealed surfaces can be maintained much easier than unsealed
surfaces because TILE KOTE seals the pores of the tile and the grout and makes
cleaning a breeze. After using TILE KOTE, surfaces may be cleaned with any type of
cleaning solution without the possibility of damaging either the surface of the tile or the
coating. For the ultimate in protection, beauty and durability use nothing less than TILE
KOTE. Contact your local SUPERCO representative for more information.
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